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This Week’s News You Can Use

 Playbook for Talent Conversations – It’s time for your final talent
conversations for Fiscal Year 2018. Most of you began or scheduled your
conversations in August; this is just a friendly reminder to wrap-up those
conversations by the end of this month.
 Can StandOut help you be a better coach? As a leader, you have the ability to
help focus, recognize and challenge your team members based on their strengths.
Here’s what to Think About, Talk About and Do as you lead and build your teams.
 Emergency Preparedness and Hurricane Safety Tips – Hurricane Florence is
expected to affect the western North Carolina area starting this Thursday and into
the weekend. Though we don’t have to evacuate here in the mountains, we will feel
the impact of heavy rain and strong winds from the hurricane that hits the coast. Be
on the lookout for additional communication this week – in the meantime, read
these posts and share them with team members to stay safe during the storm:

§  Hurricane Safety Tips
§  Building an Emergency Plan and Kit

Reminders and Important Deadlines
 Flu Vaccines 2018: Important Exemption Request Information, Forms and
Deadlines – The deadline for requesting a medical or religious exemption from the
flu shot is coming soon: September 14. This flu season, unless they receive an
exemption, team members will be required to get their flu shot no later
than November 1 by 5 pm.

 
 Annual Education. Team members must complete the assigned Annual
Education modules in LMS (Learning Management System) by September 30. You
can access LMS from Citrix Neighborhood Programs on your Mission Health
computer when connected to the Mission Health network, or from the Staff Portal
page on missionandme.com.
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 Changes Ahead for Wellness Program – Beginning October 1, the
MyHealthyLife™ WellConnect program will discontinue the quarterly cash
incentive for team members who earn 150 points per quarter. There’s still plenty to
do and achieve on the WellConnect portal – here’s what’s changing and why.

 

New to Leadership Loop? Welcome, leader! Here’s some more about LL, how it works
and what you can expect. 
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